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Increase Flexibility of AV,
Control and IP Access in
Configurable Conference
Areas
Hotels and conference centers design
their spaces with movable partition walls
to maximize the layout options and
accommodate a variety of uses.
Businesses are also designing meeting
rooms with similar capabilities to increase
the flexible usage of office spaces.
To facilitate discussions and presentations, it is
important to include AV, control and Ethernet
access in any meeting room configuration. When a
larger room is subdivided, there is a challenge to
provide adequate technology in smaller meeting
rooms to support collaboration. AMX solves this
challenge by providing a configurable room solution
making it easy to connect various sources and
outputs.

Internet access over the same twisted-pair cable
that AV signals and control are delivered on.

EASILY ADD AV TO EVERY MEETING ROOM
With the AMX Divisible Conference Room Solution,
companies can provide a flexible work space that
makes it easy to connect portable sources to
displays or projectors mounted around the room(s).
Using the AMX Enova DGX Digital Media Switcher,
source devices like presenter laptops can be
connected to AMX DXLink Wallplates that can be
conveniently installed throughout a room instead of
pulling cables between sources and displays. For
devices such as Blu-ray players on equipment carts,
AMX DXLink HDMI Transmitters and Receivers can
be used for a mobile solution which supports any
room configuration greatly simplifying equipment
setup.

YOU’RE IN CONTROL
The AMX Divisible Conference Room Solution works
with Modero X Series Touch Panels, environmental
sensors and operational controls to give you
absolute command over your meeting room’s
lighting, projector and other environmental fixtures.
You can also control a display’s volume and easily
select between sources being sent to the projector.

DATA ACCESS
During a meeting, presenters often use the Internet
to facilitate the discussion or access data over the
network. The Enova DGX includes a built-in
Ethernet switch to supply satellite rooms with

AVOID TRIPPING UP THE ROOM
By installing AMX HydraPort Connection Ports in
conference tables and podiums, guests can easily
access Internet and power without running cables
across the room or climbing under tables, searching
for an available outlet.

SIMPLIFY SUPPORT
Facility and technology managers can significantly
reduce their support costs, energy usage and
extend the useful life of their devices with AMX’s
Resource Management Suite. This software allows
support staff to centrally manage and monitor
equipment, reducing the need for onsite technical
support. It also facilitates tracking and inventory of
mobile equipment such as portable projectors that
are often at risk of disappearing.
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